Abstract: Non-Newtonian flows arise in numerous industrial transport processes including materials fabrication systems.
Introduction
Non-Newtonian fluid flows feature widely in an extensive range of technological applications including plastic fabrication, food processing, biotechnology and paint emulsion manufacture. To simulate the complex shear stress-strain characteristics of such fluids, numerous mathematical models have been developed. These include viscoelastic and viscoplastic formulations. While these models capture certain physical characteristics of specific materials, they ignore microstructural characteristics. Eringen [1] introduced the microfluid model and later simplified this model to micropolar fluids which can describe sophisticated phenomena including couple stresses, body couples and exhibit gyratory motions, which cannot be analyzed with simpler non-Newtonian models. By generalizing of micropolar fluids to heat conduction and other thermal effects, Eringen [2] developed a comprehensive theory for thermo-micropolar fluids. Many recent aspects of micropolar hydrodynamics are documented in Eringen [3] and Lukaswiascz [4] . Extensive discussion of other applications in chemical and mechanical engineering are available in the articles of Airman et al. [5, 6 ]. An important area in which micropolar fluid theory provides deeper insight of fluid dynamic behavior is materials processing. Other applications of thermal (heat transfer) problems are considered in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The heat transfer coefficient or thermal boundary condition (s) become an integral part of solving such problems which deviate from the conventional boundary layer flow analysis, in which they are usually specified. This condition is necessary in the heat transfer analysis of extended surfaces where the thermal boundary conditions are specified only at the ends of the surfaces. It may be noted that convective thermal boundary conditions are known to arise in many diverse areas of technology including combustion in gas turbines, convective flows wherein the bounding surfaces absorb heat by solar radiation, design of efficient heat exchangers, optimization of turbine blade cooling system, photovoltaic panels etc. These systems are increasingly deploying or already feature more complex transport fluids containing suspensions. Micropolar fluid mechanics therefore offers a robust framework for simulating the non-Newtonian microstructural thermo-fluid characteristics of these technologies. Many investigators have examined boundary value problems of such fluids in recent years using a range of computational solvers. An important analysis in this regard was presented by Abo-Eldahab and Ghonaim [12] who addressed thermal radiation effects in heat transfer of a micropolar fluid through a porous medium. Hydromagnetic convection heat transfer in a micropolar fluid over a vertical plate was studied by Ferdows et al. [13] . Olajuwon and Oahimire [14] obtained perturbation solutions for the double-diffusive convection in time-dependent radiative hydromagnetic micropolar convection. Kundu et al. [15] studied thermo-diffusive and radiative effects on rotating micropolar convection flows. Rahman and Sultana [16] analyzed magnetic body force and radiative heat transfer effects on micropolar flow with variable heat flux in a porous medium. In case of horizontal and vertical plates convective boundary layer flows have recieved considerable attention. However boundary layer flows adjacent to inclined plates have been studied less frequently for micropolar flows. Most studies have been confined to Newtonian flows. Cheng [17] examined the convective flow from an inclined surface through a porous medium. Heat and mass transfer in magneto-convective boundary layer flow from an inclined plate with viscous dissipation in porous media was analyzed by Singh [18] . Sudheer Babu et al., [19] described the effects of mass transfer on unsteady magneto-convection flow of micropolar fluid along a vertical moving porous plate through porous medium with viscous dissipation. Radiation and mass transfer effects on MHD free convective flow of a micropolar fluid from an infinite vertical porous moving plate embedded in a porous medium with viscous dissipation was studied by Roja et al. [20] . Chen [21] described the effects of heat and mass transfer in magnetic free convection with Ohmic heating and viscous dissipation. Several studies have examined convection and conduction heat transfer in micropolar flows along inclined surfaces and these include the works of Aurangzaib et al. [22] who considered a stretching plate and Srinivas et al. [23] who focused on entropy generation aspects.
In the above investigations, the combined effects of heat source or sink and chemical reaction in hydromagnetic micropolar transport have been excluded. However, in many industrial processes e.g. materials fabrication of powders, heat source/sink and chemical reaction effects may exert an influential role. Other applications include heat removal from nuclear fuel debris (solidified melt distributed among fuel assemblies), exothermic chemical reaction and dissociating fluids in PBRs (packed bed reactors) and cooling of finned heat sinks [24] . Nayak and Dash [25] studied heat transfer effects on transient mixed radiative convection hydromagnetic flow of a micropolar fluid from a moving semi-infinite vertical porous plate with heat sink and time dependent suction. Khedr et al. [26] investigated theoretically the magneto-micropolar convection from a stretched permeable surface with heat generation or absorption. Further studies of reactive micropolar flows include, Magyari and Chamkha [27] , Chamkha and Khaled [28] and Rahman et al. [29] . In numerous process engineering systems, chemical reactions take place, which may be destructive or constructive in nature and can influence significantly heat and mass diffusion phenomena.
Generally, boundary layer flow models utilize first order chemical reaction effects and assume the reaction to be destructive. Recently Srinivasacharya and Upender [30] Rawat et al. [33] (which considered double diffusive convection in reactive micropolar flow from an extending sheet), Das [34] (who examined slip effects in micropolar fluid over an inclined plate), Pal and Talukdar [35] and also Srinivasacharya [36] .
In the present article, motivated by simulating non-Newtonian thermal materials processing flow, we have extended the analytical work of Sudheer Babu et al. [19] by taking into account of thermal radiation, heat source/sink and first order chemical reaction effects and deriving finite element numerical solutions for generalized micropolar radiative-convection flow from an inclined surface in a porous medium. The perturbation method approximation solutions presented by Sudheer Babu et al. [19] provide a benchmark for the present finite element computational solutions. The effects of various emerging thermo-physical parameters on the velocity, micro-rotation (angular) velocity, temperature and concentration profiles as well as on local skin friction coefficient and wall couple stress are visualized and tabulated. The current problem, to the best knowledge of the authors, has not been communicated thusfar in the technical literature, and provides a deeper insight into more complex rheological high-temperature materials processing operations in which collective effects of magnetohydrodynamics, thermal radiation, non-Newtonian fluid characteristics and filtration media all contribute.
Mathematical Model
Free convective flow of an electrically conducting incompressible micropolar fluid from an inclined plane (with inclination angle  to the vertical) is considered. The plane considered is permeable and is moving with constant velocity Up in a porous medium. The physical configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1 The continuity equation:
The momentum equation:
The angular momentum equation:
The energy equation:
The concentration equation:
Here u and v are the velocity components in x and y axis respectively.  is the micro-rotation temperature and concentrations fields are specified thus:
Where p u is plate velocity, it is clear from the equation of continuity that suction velocity normal to the plate is either a constant or a function of time. Hence it is assumed that the suction velocity takes the form:
Where 0 V is a scale of suction velocity and 0 0  V . The negative sign indicates that the suction velocity is directed towards the plate. The radiative heat flux term is given by:
Here  and k are the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and mean absorption coefficient, respectively.
The assumed Rosseland model has been shown to be generally valid for optically-thick fluid media, as considered in viscous fluids [38] . Implementing eqn.
(8) results in a highly nonlinear energy equation in
T and it is difficult to obtain a solution. However, researchers have resolved this problem by assuming small temperature differences within the fluid flow (see [39] - [41] ). In this situation, Rosseland's model can be linearized about ambient an temperature   T assuming that the difference in the temperature within the flow is such that 
Neglecting higher order terms beyond the first degree in  
, we have:
Differentiating equation (8) w.r.t y and using (10), we obtain: 
In order to write the governing equations and boundary conditions in dimensionless form, the following non-dimensional quantities are introduced:
Here o U represents free stream velocity. Furthermore, the spin gradient viscosity  which provides an important relationship between the coefficient of viscosity and microinertia is defined as follows
Here all quantities with a prime are dimensionless. Also  is dimensionless temperature function,  is dimensionless concentration and  is the Eringen micropolar vortex viscosity parameter. In view of Eqs (6)- (14), the governing equations (2)- (5), after dropping primes, emerge as a system of coupled dimensionless partial differential equations:
is the dimensionless micropolar gyro-viscosity material parameter
is the magnetic field parameter,
are Prandtl number, Schmidt number, thermal Grashof and species Grashof number, respectively,
is the Eckert number, 
The mathematical statement of the problem is now complete and embodies the solution of Eqs. (15)- (18) with modified boundary conditions (19) . The system is well-posed. The skin friction coefficient and couple stress coefficient are important parameters for this type of boundary layer flow and frequently used in materials processing simulations and design.
The skin-friction at the plate in non-dimensional form is given by:
The couple stress coefficient at the plate in non-dimensional form is given by:
Nusselt number is computed in non-dimensional form as:
Sherwood number is evaluated as in non-dimensional form by:
Here
is the local Reynolds number based on the plate suction velocity.
Finite Element Method Numerical Solution
The finite element method (FEM) is employed to solve the transformed, coupled boundary value problem defined by eqns. (15) - (18) under (19) . FEM is the most popular and adaptable method available to engineers. The general details of the variational finite element method are described at length in Rao [42] and Reddy [43] . FEM has been applied to study many transport problems of micropolar fluids and magnetic liquids and relevant references in this regard are [44] [45] [46] [47] 
 Solution of assembled equations
The final matrix equation obtained can be solved by any efficient iterative scheme.
Variational formulation
The variational formulation associated with Eqns. (15) - (18) Table 1 and Table 2 document the friction factor, surface heat transfer and mass transfer rate dependency on the emerging thermo-physical parameters. number (Pr) is taken to be 0.71 which corresponds to air at 20°C and 1 atmospheric Pressure and the value of Sc is 0.6(water-vapour).
The influence of micro-rotation parameter  on velocity and micro-rotation profiles is illustrated in Figs. 2-3 . It is seen that as  increases, the velocity gradient near the porous plate decreases, and then approaches to the free stream velocity. Also, it is noteworthy that velocity distribution Furthermore, the buoyancy effects decrease by a factor of gravity body force component, cos.
Hence the fluid attains higher velocity profiles for the vertical plate ) ., e . i ( 0 0   than that of inclined plate, while the opposite behavior is observed for micro-rotation i.e. angular velocity.
Consequently, as a result of decrease in both thermal and species buoyancy forces arising in the dimensionless momentum eqn. (15) with greater plate inclination, there is a deceleration in the linear flow (increased momentum boundary layer thickness) and acceleration in the angular flow (decreased angular momentum boundary layer thickness). The plate inclination therefore induces a significant modification in both linear and angular velocity (micro-rotation) distributions.
The effect of thermal radiation-conduction parameter ( R ) on linear velocity and temperature is presented in Figs. 6-7 . This parameter is defined as
and features in the augmented thermal diffusion term in eqn. (17) i.e. thermal radiation dominates over thermal conduction. In the present simulations, we confine attention to the last of these three cases i.e. 1  R wherein thermal radiative flux is substantial. Fig. 6 clearly reveals that there is a strong deceleration in the linear velocity with increasing R values. The energizing of the flow enhances thermal diffusion but counteracts momentum diffusion. This leads to an increase in momentum boundary layer thickness. A similar observation has been reported by Abo-Eldahab and Ghonaim [12] and Olajuwon and Oahimire [14] . Increasing radiation-conduction parameter is also found to decrease temperatures in the boundary layer (Fig. 7) . Thermal boundary layer thickness is therefore also reduced with greater values of R . The finite element code developed has resolved efficiently the nonlinear micropolar transport phenomena in inclined plate magnetohydrodynamic heat and mass transfer. Future studies will consider magnetic induction effects and will be reported soon.
